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Manipur is a land in the North - Eastern region of the Indian Sub-Continent 
having a history and tradition of her own spanning over 2000 years .Manipur 
was a sovereign and princely state before its forced annexation into the 
Republic of Indian Union in the year 1949 October 15, the day which has 
been mourned as a "BLACK DAY" ever since.Racially and culturally the 
Manipuries are strikingly opposed to the people of the mainland India.While 
the Indians are of Aryan stock, We are mongoloids.The Indian language 
are of Indo-European family while our language belongs to the Tibeto 
Burman family.Contrary to that of the mainland India ,our food 
habit,dress,custom and behaviour are very akin to those people living in 
the South- East Asian Countries like Thailand.lndonisia ,Mayanmar,Korea 
etc.Historically, Manipur had never been a part of India before its merger 
much against the will and mandate of the native people. 
As a result of the Indian Colonisation we have suffered a gradual 
extermination and deterioration of our history , tradition , culture and faith 
.Having lost our sovereignty we are now indigenous people in our own 
land (We are taking asylum in our own Motherland) facing the overfiooding 
onslaught of the Colonial dominant group. 
Our struggle to resurrect and retain the continuity of our tradition and 
history of our own native land and people which took birth at the very 
moment of its annexation into the Indian Colonial empire, has suffered 
tremendous repression and supression .Armed- Conflict between the 
struggling Indigenous people and the dominant exploiters is an automatic 
outcome in such a situation . As we struggle for our survival and sovereignty, 
the colonial rulers tighten their grip more and more squeezing our very 
existence on the face of the earth. 
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Insurgency, as we know ,is a movement of the people against exploitation 
.occupation and injustice in which the armed .volunteers are very few in 
number and less trained or untrained as compared to the enormous 
millitary and paramilitary forces of the colonial authority. As a result .the 
innocent people are always at the receiving ends. 

The Colonial forces always tend to abuse and outrage every single 
provision of the national and the International law which protect and promote 
our fundamental Human Rights.The Colonial agents count every single 
individual of the suppressed but revolting Indigenous group as a member 

.of the insurgency movement Therefore, the counter insurgency repressive 
measures are not focalised only to the armed volunteers of the 
movement.Every single individual of the struggling Indigenous group 
becomes the soft and sure target of the Colonial wrath . Armed Conflict 
zone is naturally an area where violation of Human Rights is at its superlative 
degree.lt is an area where draconian laws are churned out every now and 
then from Colonial machineries and the governance of the people is 
militarised.In Manipur today Custodial death,Extra Judicial Killings, Fake 
encounters, Rape , Molestation and Genocide by the Armed Personnel 
are so common daily occurances that local dailies appear fake without 
these headlines.! on behalf of our people would like to draw the concern 
and attention of the International bodies to this burning conflict in our region. 

Down with Colonial Rulers. 

Thanking You 
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